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Populärvetenskaplig samman-
fattning

Med hjälp av nätverk kan man modellera relationer mellan objekt på ett intui-
tivt och anpassningsbart sätt. När de översätts till matematiska grafer blir de mot-
tagliga för en mängd matematiska operationer som möjliggör en detaljerad studie
av underliggande datamönster. Därför är det inte överraskande att nätverk har ut-
vecklats till den främsta metoden för dataanalys inom en mängd olika forsknings-
områden. Men med ökad problemkomplexitet blir tillämpningen av nätverksmo-
dellering också mer utmanande och flera frågor uppkommer. Specifikt, beroende
på den process som ska studeras, (i) vilka interaktioner är viktiga och hur kan de
modelleras, (ii) hur kan relationer utläsas från komplexa och potentiellt bullriga
data, och (iii) vilka metoder ska användas för att testa hypoteser eller svara på rele-
vanta frågor? Denna avhandling undersöker koncept och utmaningar i nätverksa-
nalys inom ramen för ett väldefinierat användningsområde, nämligen prediktion
av cancergener från biologiska nätverk med applicering på medulloblastomforsk-
ning.

Medulloblastom är den vanligaste maligna hjärntumören hos barn. För närva-
rande överlever 70% av de behandlade patienterna, men med behandlingen följer
ofta en permanent kognitiv funktionsnedsättning. Medulloblastom har tidigare
visat sig ha minst fyra distinkta molekylära undergrupper. Vidare har studier av
dessa undergrupper kraftigt utvecklat vår förståelse för vilka genetiska avvikelser
som finns i tumörens celler. För att översätta denna förståelse till nya och förbätt-
rade behandlingsalternativ krävs ytterligare insikter i hur de avvikande generna
interagerar med resten av det cellulära systemet, hur en sådan interaktion kan dri-
va tumörutveckling och hur resulterande tumörgenererande processer kan påver-
kas av olika läkemedel. Att bygga upp en sådan kunskapsbas kräver kartläggning
av biologiska processer på systemnivå. En populär metod för studier av detta är
nätverksanalys av molekylära interaktioner.

Denna avhandling behandlar tillämpningen av biologisk nätverksanalys för
identifiering av cancergener i medulloblastom och cancer i allmänhet, där speci-
fikt fokus läggs på så kallade genreglerande nätverk. Det är nätverk som modelle-
rar relationer mellan gener med hänsyn till hur de uttrycks i cellen. Avhandlingen
diskuterar hur man kan knyta an biologiska och matematiska nätverkskoncept,
och mer specifikt behandlas beräkningsproblematiken vid härledandet av sådana
nätverk från molekylära data. Matematiska metoder för analys av dessa nätverk
skisseras och det undersöks hur sådana metoder kan påverkas av nätverksinferens.
Huvudfokus ligger på att hantera de statistiska utmaningarna vid skapandet av ett
dataset över genuttryck som lämper sig för nätverksinferens i MB. Avhandlingen
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avslutas med en tillämpning av olika nätverksmetoder i en hypotesskapande stu-
die för MB, där nya kandidatgener prioriterades.
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1. Introduction

Networks resemble an integral component of the world surrounding us. They
can be found as physical entities, e.g. in the form of power grids, transporta-
tion networks, communication networks, or the brain as a natural information
processor. Furthermore, the recent decades have also seen a sheer explosion of
abstract networks used to model a widespread number of phenomena, which on
first glance might not always appear to resemble actual, physical networks.

For instance, in the discipline of sociology, abstract network models are fre-
quently employed to study various aspects of social structures on the level of e.g.
social interactions or relationships [1]. In biological sciences, networks have been
established to model a multitude of different molecular processes or relationships
[2]. Inspired by the architecture of the biological nervous system, the field of
theoretical neuroscience has developed a variety of artificial neural networks in
order to model or perform brain-like information processing tasks [3]. Numer-
ous other examples can be found, e.g. in ecological networks, citation networks,
or networks for modeling road traffic, a detailed listing of which would however
exceed the scope of this introduction.

The allure of networks as one of the dominant choices of modeling systems
stems from at least three factors, i.e. (i) their adaptability, which makes them
applicable to a wide range of problems, (ii) their capability to visualize systems of
relationships, and (iii) the plethora of established methodology for their analysis.
However, as more scientific fields explore networks as a tool to study data and
processes, it has also become clear that more research is crucial to bridge the gap
between theory and application. Specifically, as research shifts towards ever more
complex problems, network modeling becomes more challenging in terms of data
acquisition, understanding how such data should best be modeled, or which types
of analyses need to be performed in order to further our understanding of such
data.

This thesis will (i) review briefly what networks are and how they can be
utilized, (ii) introduce cancer as an example of an application area which could
benefit from network analyses, (iii) discuss one particular line of research, i.e.
cancer gene prioritization, including considerations about potential problems and
promises associated with network modeling, and (iv) conclude with the display
of present work that addresses the application of network analysis in the outlined
context.
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1.1 Networks and graph theory

Depending on the scientific field or subject, definitions of what a network is and
how it is applied might differ vastly. However, at the core of the majority, if not
all, of such designs, networks can be understood as a collection of some objects
and links connecting them.

Mathematics provides a more thorough approach to defining networks and
characterizing their properties. Specifically, in mathematics and particular the
field of graph theory, networks are usually referred to as graphs (from the Greek
“-graphos”, meaning something that is “drawn” or “written”). Graph theory as a
whole then denotes the mathematical discipline that is concerned with the study
of such structures and the modeling of relationships between objects.

The current section will start off by reviewing the definition of mathematical
graphs and general avenues for their analysis, and conclude with an outline of
some of the challenges associated with network modeling.

1.1.1 Mathematical graphs

A mathematical graph is defined as a pair G�V , E� with a set of vertices (objects)

V � �vi�, i � 1,2,3, � � � ,N ,

which are joined by a set of edges (links/relationships)

E � �e�i , j ��, i , j � �1,2,3, � � � ,N�,

where e�i , j � represents an edge between vertex vi and vertex vj .
Such a graph is often represented in matrix form as an unweighted or weighted

N �N adjacency matrix A � �ai j �. In an unweighted adjacency matrix ai j � 1,
if e�i , j � � E , i.e. if there is an edge from vertex vi to vertex vj , and ai j � 0
otherwise. In a weighted adjacency matrix, the entries ai j can take on other values
representing for instance the strength, relevance, or confidence of an edge between
vertices vi and vj .

Furthermore, graphs can be undirected (Fig. 1.1A), in which case e�i , j � is
directionless and means the same as e� j , i� (i.e. that vertices vi and vj share a
connection), or directed (Fig. 1.1B), in which case the edges have a direction such
that e�i , j � signifies a connection from source vi to target vj . For an undirected
graph the adjacency matrix is symmetric ai j � aj i , while the adjacency matrix of
a directed graph can be asymmetric. Assuming that there are no self-loops, i.e.
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graphs and general avenues for their analysis, and conclude with an outline of
some of the challenges associated with network modeling.

1.1.1 Mathematical graphs

A mathematical graph is defined as a pair G�V , E� with a set of vertices (objects)

V � �vi�, i � 1,2,3, � � � ,N ,

which are joined by a set of edges (links/relationships)

E � �e�i , j ��, i , j � �1,2,3, � � � ,N�,

where e�i , j � represents an edge between vertex vi and vertex vj .
Such a graph is often represented in matrix form as an unweighted or weighted

N �N adjacency matrix A � �ai j �. In an unweighted adjacency matrix ai j � 1,
if e�i , j � � E , i.e. if there is an edge from vertex vi to vertex vj , and ai j � 0
otherwise. In a weighted adjacency matrix, the entries ai j can take on other values
representing for instance the strength, relevance, or confidence of an edge between
vertices vi and vj .

Furthermore, graphs can be undirected (Fig. 1.1A), in which case e�i , j � is
directionless and means the same as e� j , i� (i.e. that vertices vi and vj share a
connection), or directed (Fig. 1.1B), in which case the edges have a direction such
that e�i , j � signifies a connection from source vi to target vj . For an undirected
graph the adjacency matrix is symmetric ai j � aj i , while the adjacency matrix of
a directed graph can be asymmetric. Assuming that there are no self-loops, i.e.
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C D

Figure 1.1: Illustration of different graph architectures. A) Undirected, connected
graph. B) Directed, weakly connected graph. C) Undirected, disconnected graph. D) Un-
directed, complete graph.

edges connecting a vertex to itself, the maximum number of edges in directed and
undirected graphs is thus

max �E � �

�N�N�1�
2 , if G is undirected,

N �N � 1� , if G is directed.

In a graph, a sequence v0, v1, v2, � � � , vT of vertices, where for every consecutive
pair of vertices v t � vi and v t�1 � vj with 0 � t � T there is a corresponding
edge e�i , j � 	 E , is referred to as a walk of length T and describes a connection
between a source vertex va � v0 and a target vertex vb � vT over connecting
edges in the network. If no vertex or edge occurs more than once in such a walk,
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it is referred to as path. The length of a path is equal to the number of edges
traversed, and the distance d�i , j � from vertex vi to vertex vj is then simply the
length of the shortest path connecting the vertices. If there is no path between
two vertices then one often sets the corresponding distance d�i , j � ��.

An undirected graph that includes pairs of vertices without a path between
them is referred to as disconnected (Fig. 1.1C). If on the other hand there is a path
from every vertex vi to every other vertex vj , an undirected graph is said to be
connected (Fig. 1.1A). A directed network is said to be weakly connected, if there
is an undirected path between each pair of vertices (Fig. 1.1B), strongly connected,
if there is a directed path from each vertex to each other vertex, and disconnected
otherwise. Finally, a graph with an edge from each vertex to each other vertex is
said to be complete (fully connected) (Fig. 1.1D).

1.1.2 Analyzing networks

With graphs as the underlying model of relationships between objects, mathem-
atics provides a wealth of approaches for studying such data. Specifically, to give a
superficial overview, some of the categories of established methods and metrics al-
low the study of the global topology or local topology of networks, the clustering
of networks, or to perform information propagation in networks.

1.1.2.1 Global topology/connectivity of networks

Studies of the global topology of graphs shed light on their overall organization,
such as (i) the overall connectivity of the network, (ii) the distribution of edges
across vertices, (iii) the degree of clustering in the network, or (iv) the distribu-
tion of path lengths in the network. For instance, the overall connectivity of the
network can be represented by the edge density

ρ�
�E �

max �E �
,

whereρ� 1 implies a complete graph, while a graph withρ� 1 can be considered
sparse. Furthermore, we can define the diameter of the graph as the length of the
longest shortest path, i.e.

D �max
i , j

d�i , j �,

and the mean path length

L�
�

i , j

d�i , j �
max �E �

.
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of different graph topologies. A) Small-world graph. B) Scale-
free graph. C) Random G�n, p� graph.

If L grows sufficiently slow, i.e. if L � ln�N �, the graph is said to represent a
small-world network [4, 5] (Fig. 1.2A). The small-world property implies that
any target vertex vb can be reached from a source vertex va by traversing only a
small number of edges.

Another global property of the graph is described by its degree distribution.
Specifically, vertex vj is a neighbor of vertex vi , if e�i , j � � E , and the number of
neighbors that a vertex has is then referred to as the degree or degree centrality
(DC) of that vertex. Assuming an unweighted graph (although a generalization to
weighted networks is also possible), the DC of vertex vi in an undirected network
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of different graph topologies. A) Small-world graph. B) Scale-
free graph. C) Random G�n, p� graph.

If L grows sufficiently slow, i.e. if L � ln�N �, the graph is said to represent a
small-world network [4, 5] (Fig. 1.2A). The small-world property implies that
any target vertex vb can be reached from a source vertex va by traversing only a
small number of edges.

Another global property of the graph is described by its degree distribution.
Specifically, vertex vj is a neighbor of vertex vi , if e�i , j � � E , and the number of
neighbors that a vertex has is then referred to as the degree or degree centrality
(DC) of that vertex. Assuming an unweighted graph (although a generalization to
weighted networks is also possible), the DC of vertex vi in an undirected network
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is computed as

DC �vi � �
n�

j�1

ai j �
n�

j�1

aj i ,

while in a directed network there is a distinction between in-degree (DCi n ; only
incoming edges are counted) and out-degree (DCou t ; only outgoing edges are
counted), respectively defined as

DCi n�vi � �
n�

j�1

aj i , DCou t �vi � �
n�

j�1

ai j .

Now, if the probability p�DC �vi � � k�, i.e. the probability that a vertex vi in
the graph exhibits a degree centrality DC � k, can be modeled by a power-law
distribution

P�DC � k� � k�γ ,

the graph is said to be scale free [6] (Fig. 1.2B), which implies that the majority
of vertices in the network has very few incident edges, while few vertices have a
large number of incident edges. In random networks on the other hand, vertices
tend to have similar degree values distributed around a mean degree �k�. For in-
stance, a popular type of random network, proposed by Gilbert [7] and denoted
as G�n, p�, is constructed with n vertices V � �v1, v2, � � � , vn	, where each pos-
sible edge is included with probability p (Fig. 1.2C). Following the description
provided by Barabási [8], in such a random graph the distribution of degree cent-
ralities can instead be modeled by a binomial distribution [8]

P�DC � k� �
�

n 
 1
k

�
pk�1
 p�n�1�k ,

or in the typical case �k� � n by the Poisson distribution [8]

P�DC � k� � e��k� �k�k

k!
.

1.1.2.2 Local topology/connectivity of networks

The investigation of local topological properties of the network allows the identi-
fication of substructures or vertices with particular characteristics. For instance,
a vast number of metrics has been developed to prioritize vertices in terms of their
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stance, a popular type of random network, proposed by Gilbert [7] and denoted
as G�n, p�, is constructed with n vertices V � �v1, v2, � � � , vn	, where each pos-
sible edge is included with probability p (Fig. 1.2C). Following the description
provided by Barabási [8], in such a random graph the distribution of degree cent-
ralities can instead be modeled by a binomial distribution [8]

P�DC � k� �
�

n 
 1
k

�
pk�1
 p�n�1�k ,

or in the typical case �k� � n by the Poisson distribution [8]

P�DC � k� � e��k� �k�k

k!
.

1.1.2.2 Local topology/connectivity of networks

The investigation of local topological properties of the network allows the identi-
fication of substructures or vertices with particular characteristics. For instance,
a vast number of metrics has been developed to prioritize vertices in terms of their
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of vertex centralities in a graph. A) Colors and sizes of vertices
represent the betweenness centrality score of the respective vertices. B) Colors and sizes of
vertices represent the clustering coefficient score of the respective vertices.
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connectivity pattern or other related measures of centrality within networks. In
addition to degree centrality, such local topological measures allow for instance
to identify bottlenecks, e.g. vertices that connect different network modules [9],
due to a high betweenness centrality (BC) of these vertices (Fig. 1.3A). Specifically,
the BC for a vertex vi is formally defined as [10]

BC �vi � �
�

s�i�t

σs t �vi �

σs t
,

where σs t counts the number of shortest paths from vertex vs to vertex vt and
σs t �vi � represents the number of shortest paths from vertex vs to vertex vt that
also include vertex vi [10].
As another example of a local topological metric, the local clustering coefficient
(CC) can be employed to identify vertices, which are linked to highly connected
clusters in the network (Fig. 1.3B). Particularly, let N �vi � be the set of vertices
that are neighbors of vertex vi . Then C C �vi ) can simply be defined as the frac-
tion of actual versus possible connections between all the pairs of such neighbors
[5]. Specifically, in a directed network a total of �N �vi ����N �vi ���1� connections
can exist between the neighbors. Let mi denote the number of observed connec-
tions between the neighbors of vertex vi . Then the CC of vertex vi in a directed
network equals

C C �vi � �
mi

�N �vi ����N �vi ��� 1�
.

1.1.2.3 Network clustering

Depending on the nature of the modeled data, edges are often not evenly distrib-
uted in the graph, resulting in an irregular, nodular network topology (Fig. 1.4A).
For instance, the graph might exhibit groups of vertices, also referred to as com-
munities or modules, that display a higher degree of connectivity to each other
than to the rest of the network [11]. Graph clustering can then be understood as a
discipline, which is concerned with the development and application of a variety
of different approaches in order to identify substructures in a graph or partition
an entire graph into subgraphs [11, 12].

For instance, many clustering approaches exist that can group data points
based on some measure of similarity, and such methods are also applicable to
graphs after defining similarities between vertices [12]. As an example, in an un-
directed, unweighted graph similarities between vertices can be computed as the
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Figure 1.4: Illustration of hierarchical, agglomerative clustering. A) A network with
some expected modularity or existence of more strongly connected subgraphs. B) Dendro-
gram produced by hierarchical clustering on the neighborhood-derived vertex similarities
and using average linkage. C) Network from (A) with vertices and edges colored according
to cluster affiliation.

Jaccard index, i.e. the relative overlap, of their neighborhoods as [12]

wi j �

��
�

�N�vi ��N�vj ��

�N�vi ��N�vj ��
, if i � j ,

0 , otherwise.

Translating such similarities to a corresponding distance measure

dist�vi , vj � � 1�wi j ,
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Figure 1.4: Illustration of hierarchical, agglomerative clustering. A) A network with
some expected modularity or existence of more strongly connected subgraphs. B) Dendro-
gram produced by hierarchical clustering on the neighborhood-derived vertex similarities
and using average linkage. C) Network from (A) with vertices and edges colored according
to cluster affiliation.
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it is then possible to employ a very popular clustering strategy, referred to as hier-
archical agglomerative clustering [13]. Specifically, this clustering method gener-
ally operates according to the following steps

Initialization In the initial step, each vertex vi is assigned to its own cluster ci ,
i.e. there are �V � � N clusters, and a distance matrix DN�N is created to
store all pairwise distances between the clusters.

Iteration Subsequently the following operations are repeated until all vertices
belong to a single cluster

1. Identify the pair �ci , c j � of clusters with the smallest distance, i.e. sat-
isfying

Di j � min
v,w

Dvw ,

2. Merge clusters ci and c j into a new cluster and compute the distance of
all other clusters to this new cluster using an adequate distance metric.
Particularly, in hierarchical clustering, common distance measures en-
compass single linkage

distmi n�cs , cu� � min
v�cs ,w�cu

dist�v, w�,

complete linkage

distmax�cs , cu� � max
v�cs ,w�cu

dist�v, w�,

and average linkage

distav g �cs , cu� �
1

�cs ��cu �

�

v�cs

�

w�cu

dist�v, w�,

3. Remove rows and columns i and j from the distance matrix and add a
new row and column with the computed distances for the new cluster.

4. If all vertices belong to a single cluster, finish. Otherwise, return to
step 1.

Since vertices are added to clusters in a bottom-up fashion, the approach results
in a nested, i.e. hierarchical, clustering structure, which can be represented as a
dendrogram (Fig. 1.4B), where the height at which subclusters are joined indic-
ates the respective value of the distance metric between these subclusters. Accord-
ingly, by selecting a cut-off height, the dendrogram can be split into a number of
clusters, which in turn represent communities of vertices (Fig. 1.4C).
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1.1.2.4 Random walks and diffusion

Finally, network propagation describes a category of methods employed to invest-
igate and simulate information flow within a network. Representative methods
encompass variations of diffusion processes or random walks on networks, which
allow numerous modes of analyses [14, 15]. As an example, a random walk on a
graph G�V , E� represents a sequence of vertices v0, v1, v2, � � �, where v t denotes
the vertex visited at time step t � 0, vertex v0 can either be fixed or be randomly
chosen from some initial probability distribution p�0�, and at any time step t the
next vertex v t�1 is randomly chosen among the neighbors of the current vertex
v t (Fig. 1.5A). Assuming an undirected, unweighted graph, the probability for
any such transition from vertex vi to vj is typically given by a row-stochastic
transition matrix P�V ���V � with elements

Pi j �

��
�

1
DC �vi �

, if e�i , j � � E ,

0 , otherwise.

Using the transition matrix, it is then further possible to determine the prob-
ability pi �t� that the random walker is present in vertex vi at time step t (Fig. 1.5B).
Specifically, the associated probabilities for all vertices at time step t are given by
the vector

p�t� � p�0�Pt ,

which for large t will converge to a stationary probability distribution.

lim
t��

p�t� � p�,

Thus, random walks and related propagation and diffusion processes make it
possible to study how information from one or more vertices spread through the
network.

1.1.3 Challenges and problems

The brief outline given above might paint the picture of networks as a readily
utilizable tool for modeling and analyzing data. However, especially as the sys-
tems and processes to be studied become more complex, application of network
analysis is in fact often hampered by a variety of issues of different natures.

For instance, selecting a suitable network model for a complex process might
not be straightforward. Specifically, given a real world phenomenon, how does
one define interactions? If the process can be described using multiple types of
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Figure 1.5: Illustration of randomwalks on graphs. A)A random walk of length 5 start-
ing from a random vertex. B) Probabilities pi �t � 100� that a random walker beginning in
the same starting vertex as in A (highlighted by black border) can be found on vertex vi at
iteration t � 100.
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interactions, can a network model capture all of them, or is it necessary to select
a subset of interactions to study? Given a selected type of interaction, which
data is available to infer such interactions and which network types are suitable to
represent the interaction with respect to both the available data and the hypothesis
to be addressed?

High quality data acquisition might be difficult for many research subjects,
implying further constraints on network modeling. Specifically, datasets are of-
ten burdened by inherent noise and display small sample sizes coupled to a high-
dimensional feature space. Thus, considerations about signal-to-noise ratios and
the so called ‘curse-of-dimensionality’ become integral to the process of inferring
networks. In order to deal with such concerns, establishing a robust network
model often requires a certain level of abstraction based on a set of assumptions.
Given a certain process and hypothesis of interest, the challenge then represents
itself in the choice of an appropriate type of network simplification, such that the
modeling and analysis of the relevant interactions still yield results meaningful in
the real-world context.

A third type of issue might arise due to a gap between theory, in the form of
mathematically defined concepts and methodology, and praxis, with respect to
the particular questions and goals to be addressed in an actual application. Spe-
cifically, depending on the quality or nature of the underlying data, the results ob-
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method-dependent. Yet, given the potential complexity of the data, it is often
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model, generic methods might not always be adequate. Instead, to advance such
areas, it is then required to develop more bespoke tools.
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All known living organisms can be conceptualized as systems, the smallest inde-
pendent unit of which are biological cells. Such cells can exhibit an astonishing
variety of shapes and features not only between organisms but also within a mul-
ticellular organism, thus facilitating the myriad of different anatomical and func-
tional requirements of the individual organs. As a consequence, developing such
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integrity necessitates biological cells to be highly plastic and adaptable. Specific-
ally, in order to coordinate the growth of a multi-organ structure and to later on
be able to replenish parts of such tissues, biological cells have to be able to prolif-
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erate, differentiate, interact, and migrate.
Considering the complexity of the human body, it is not surprising that under

healthy conditions such cellular processes are subjected to a tightly orchestrated
control system, embodied by various checkpoints and a developmental hierarchy
at both spatial as well as temporal levels. Nevertheless, while such an intricate reg-
ulation is needed in order to ensure proper bodily physiology, if disturbed it also
leaves the organism susceptible to abnormal and potentially fatal cellular behavi-
ors. Specifically, it is now well understood that genomic alterations can enable
cells to circumvent typical control systems, thus allowing them to replicate more
uncontrollably. Depending on the nature of such an abnormal growth behavior,
a normal tissue could thus be transformed into a benign or malignant tumor, the
latter of which is also referred to as cancer and might eventually lead to the death
of the organism.

The last decades have substantially increased our understanding of cancer bio-
logy (compare for instance [16, 17]). Specifically, the study of cancer cells has
identified a number of key mechanisms underlying the malignant behavior of
these cells [18, 19]. According to the 2011 definition by Hanahan and Wein-
berg [19] there are a total of 8 such defining signatures, referred to as “hallmarks
of cancer”, sustaining proliferative signaling, evading growth suppressors, avoiding
immune destruction, enabling replicative immortality, activating invasion & meta-
stasis, inducing angiogenesis, resisting cell death, deregulating cellular energetics, and
two “enabling characteristics”, tumor promoting inflammation, genome instability
& mutation. Furthermore, the continuous development of ever more advanced
transcriptional, genomic, proteomic, and epigenetic profiling techniques has also
allowed researchers to explore the molecular bases, through which such cancer
defining features might arise. For instance, we have witnessed tremendous pro-
gress in the mapping of genome landscapes and the identifcation of individual
cancer-related aberrations in individual genes or pathways [20–25]. In addition,
it has been demonstrated that various tumor types harbor more delimited sub-
classes with distinct molecular and clinical properties [26–29], making it possible
to narrow down the putative genomic drivers of smaller groups of cancer entities.
Together, such efforts have established more insights than ever before into the
origins and mechanisms behind cancer development, have greatly improved the
stratification and diagnosis of cancers, and have substantially aided the design of
therapeutic strategies.

However, despite the recent progress made towards identifying the various
genetic alterations that can occur in a cancer, the actual driving mechanisms in
many of such cancers still remain largely unknown. In fact, the mapped land-
scapes of cancer genomes are typically very complex, making it difficult to distin-
guish true driver events from a wealth of other genetic alterations present in many
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of such tumors [21, 22]. While it is certainly possible to experimentally validate
individual or combinations of the discovered genomic aberrations in order to de-
termine their role for tumor development, such efforts are typically very time
consuming and costly. Instead there is a clear need for computational methods,
which can prioritize putative cancer genes or pathways from a list of candidates.

Focusing on potential applications in the context of a childhood brain tumor
referred to as medulloblastoma (MB), this thesis explores various concepts and
challenges of a network-centered theme of candidate cancer gene prioritization.
Specifically, the following sections will first introduce a molecular and clinical
description of MB. Subsequently a brief overview of the nature of cancer genes
in general and some of the most prominent methods for their detection will be
discussed. Finally, the last part of the introduction will then be dedicated to a
more in depth review of the theoretical background and application schemes of
network-based cancer gene prioritization methods.

1.2.1 Medulloblastoma

Among the various forms of tumors, brain cancer takes a special place with re-
spect to at least two criteria. First, it might be argued that these cancers and their
treatment are especially frightening, because they do not only threaten the body,
but might also entail changes to the mind and personality of a patient. Second,
the development of less invasive, more targeted drug therapeutics is hampered by
the blood-brain barrier [30, 31].

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), a large number of dif-
ferent types of brain tumors have now been delineated, including for instance as-
trocytic, oligodendroglial, and neuronal-glial tumors, MBs, ependymomas, and
meningiomas [32]. Among these, MB is the most common form of malignant
brain tumor in children, with an overall yearly incidence rate of 1.5-1.8 occur-
rences per million and a substantially higher yearly rate of up to 6 occurrences
per million in children [32, 33].

Current treatment strategies include combinations of surgery, radiotherapy
and chemotherapy, achieving 5-year patient survival rates of around 70% [34],
but survivors often suffer from neurocognitive sequelae [35, 36]. In addition,
MBs present with a high rate of metastasis [34, 37], and patients often relapse
or sometimes develop secondary neoplasms potentially as a consequence of the
treatment [38].

In order to overcome such persisting therapeutic challenges, a lot of focus has
been directed towards risk stratification, identification of targetable driver events
as well as personalized therapy, as briefly discussed below.
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1.2.1.1 Classification and molecular subgroups

A traditional classification scheme for MBs referred to a histopathological subtyp-
ing into tumors with (i) classic, (ii) desmoplastic/nodular, (iii) extensive nodular,
or (iv) large cell / anaplastic appearance [39].

Figure 1.6: Molecular subgroups of medulloblastoma: clinical and molecular char-
acteristics. Driver genes are in this context considered to be genes with a high frequency
of genomic alterations in the respective subgroup. Reprinted by permission from Springer
Nature: Nature Reviews Cancer, Medulloblastomics: the end of the beginning, Northcott,
P.A. et al. 2012 [34].

In addition, several unsupervised classification efforts of transcriptional data
from various cohorts have also introduced molecular classifications of MBs [40–
43]. These individual classifications have subsequently been integrated to form a
consensus classification with four MB subgroups termed (i) Wingless/Integrated
(WNT), (ii) Sonic hedgehog (SHH), (iii) Group 3, and (iv) Group 4 [27]. These
groups have been found to be recapitulated by DNA methylation profiling [44,
45], and have been shown to associate with distinct clinical features, such as occur-
rence rates, age and sex distributions, survival prognoses, presence of metastases,
and molecular characteristics [27, 34, 37, 46] (Fig. 1.6).

Recently, it has also been decided to integrate histopathological classifications,
molecular classifications and additional signature mutations in order to obtain a
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more complete stratification of MB patients [32].
Not included in this official classification scheme are yet more recent find-

ings, which suggested that the molecularly defined subgroups might be further
subdivided into more delineated subsets or subtypes [25, 47, 48].

1.2.1.2 Driver genes and pathways

As mentioned above and illustrated in figure 1.6, the molecular subgroups of MB
have been linked to specific genomic and transcriptional landscapes, which in-
clude for instance transcriptional signatures, somatic mutations, and structural
copy number alterations. For instance, the WNT and SHH subgroups received
their nomenclature from a readily distinguishable activation of the WNT or SHH
signaling pathways, which are also thought to drive the development of these tu-
mors, respectively [27, 34, 49].

Specifically, beyond a general transcriptional upregulation of the WNT path-
way [40–43], WNT patients are further characterized by highly recurrent activat-
ing somatic mutations in the CTNNB1 gene and a monosomy of chromosome 6
[27, 34, 49]. Of note, CTNNB1 has been recognized as a distinct driver gene of this
subgroup, as also supported by the generation of MB mouse models with stabil-
ized CTNNB1 that recapitulate features of the WNT subgroup [50, 51]. Germline
loss-of-function mutations in the WNT inhibitor gene APC, albeit less frequently
observed, might constitute another driving event [27, 52]. A number of other
gene alterations have also been detected in this subgroup, associated for instance
with the genes DDX3X, SMARCA4, CSNK2B, TP53, KMT2D, and PIK3CA [25].

Tumors of the SHH subgroup exhibit a transcriptional profile associated with
an upregulation of SHH signaling [40–43]. The subgroup is further characterized
by recurrent mutations in PTCH1, which encodes a negative regulator of SHH
signaling, and the loss of chromosome 9p, on which PTCH1 is located [27]. In
addition, genomic alterations have also been found in the SHH associated genes
SUFU, SMO, MYCN, and GLI2 [25, 50, 53–55]. Indeed, SHH signaling activat-
ing events such as the deletion/inactivation of PTCH1 or SUFU, or activating
mutation/overexpression of SMO have shown great promise as drivers, as sup-
ported by a number of mouse models that develop SHH affiliated MB tumors
from the respective genetic backgrounds (compare [34, 56, 57] and references
therein). Other genomic alteration in SHH patients affect for instance TERT,
DDX3X, TP53, KMT2D, and CREBBP [25].

As indicated by their general names, less is known about potential driver genes
or pathways in Group 3 and Group 4 MBs. In a recent study probing the genomic
landscape of MBs, Northcott et al. [25] have been able to associate roughly 80%
of Group 3 and Group 4 patients with one or more putative drivers (recurrently
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altered genes). Nevertheless, despite these findings, little is known about which
events actually act as driver genes or pathways of Group 4 and a large fraction of
Group 3 tumors.

Group 3 tumors present with frequent chromosomal aberrations such as losses
of chromosomes 8, 10q, 16q or 17p and gains of chromosomes 1q, 7, or 17q, in-
cluding the formation of isochromosome 17 [25, 37, 50, 53–55]. The most fre-
quently altered gene in Group 3 MBs is MYC [25], which has also been estab-
lished as a driver of a subset of these tumors. Specifically, two research laborator-
ies have already established mouse models with Group 3 MB like characteristics
by ectotopically expressing MYC in a Trp53 deficient setup [58, 59]. Additionally,
albeit less frequent than MYC amplifications, Group 3 MBs also show recurrent
amplifications of MYCN [25, 50, 53, 54], and it has been demonstrated that the
over-expression of MYCN from the Glt1 promoter in mice generated a model of
MB [60], which has subsequently also been classified as a Group 3 tumor [56, 61].
However, these models can only recapitulate a fraction of all the Group 3 MBs
and more insight into the driver events of the remaining patients is needed to be
able to more fully model this subgroup. Additional alterations in Group 3 MBs
have for instance been discovered in GFI1B, SMARCA4, KBTBD4, CTDNEP1, and
KMT2D [25].

Group 4 MBs have been found to harbor a variety of broad copy number
alterations, including for instance the loss of chromosomes 8, 11p, 17p, or the
gains of chromosomes 7 or 17q, including the formation of isochromosome 17
[25, 37, 50, 53–55]. Comparisons of the transcriptional profile of this group with
the other subgroups has revealed an up-regulation of genes involved in neuronal
differentiation and glutamergic receptor signaling [40, 42]. Genes frequently tar-
geted by genomic alterations in Group 4 include, for instance, PRDM6, GFI1B,
KDM6A, OTX2, ZMYM3, KMT2C, KBTBD4, and MYCN [25]. While some of
these might be argued to be putative drivers of this subgroup, no related mouse
models of Group 4 have yet been established from alterations in these genes [56].
Nevertheless, a recent phosphoproteomic/proteomic based screen has further
identified the aberrant activity of ERBB4-SRC signaling in Group 4 tumors and
the authors have reported the generation of a SRC-driven mouse model that re-
capitulates human Group 4 tumors [62].

1.2.1.3 Current problems and future perspectives

Due to the extensive profiling efforts during the last years, the genomic landscape
of MB has now been largely unveiled [25, 50, 53–55]. However, further efforts
are yet required to fully understand the pathogenesis of the disease. Specifically,
despite the abundance of genetic alterations detected in the various MB subgroups
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and subsets, driver mechanisms and cells of origin for Group 3 and Group 4 MBs
are still poorly explored, mouse models recapturing a large fraction of Group 4
and Group 3 tumors are still lacking, and drug testing against many potential
targets has yet to be conducted.

Thus, the next quest for MB research can be envisioned to encompass a fur-
ther characterization of the identified genomic events in an attempt to uncover
the biological mechanisms underlying tumor development and progression. Con-
sidering the resources and time required to conduct experimental validations of
individual gene candidates, the first step in this endeavor will likely require ad-
ditional filtering of candidates in order to predict promising genes for follow-up
functional analyses. Specifically, given a set of genetic aberrations, how can genes
be evaluated computationally in order to (i) distinguish driver events from pas-
senger events, (ii) to gauge the effect of a mutation on the entire cellular system,
and (iii) to detect cross-talk between genes?

The latter two questions are particular relevant, when considering cancer as
a multi-step disease relying on the alteration and collaboration of multiple genes,
as discussed in the following section. For instance, while several mouse mod-
els have demonstrated the role of individual genes in brain tumor genesis, these
models might not always be clinically relevant, e.g. if they only use one driving
gene or a given driving oncogene in combination with an arbitrary tumor sup-
pressor gene that does not reflect observed mutational co-occurrences. Thus, in
addition to identifying driver genes, more insight is also needed in the potential
co-occurrences and implied cross-talk between them.

1.2.2 Cancer genes

Cancer has for a long time been considered a “genetic disease”, i.e. it is proposed
to arise due to genetic defects leading to aberrant cellular functions that in turn
promote different cancer driving properties [23, 63]. While recent insights into
cancer genomes have revealed that genetic events may take a variety of different
forms such as genomic relocations, copy number aberration, or point mutations,
a persisting view suggests that it is eventually the altered activity of specific genes
which give rise to cancer progression [23, 64]. Moreover, since biological cells ex-
hibit a wide variety of control mechanisms to protect them from aberrant growth
behavior, it has further been reasoned that a number of defects in genes with dif-
ferent biological functions have to act in concert in order for the cell to acquire
all relevant tumorigenic properties such as proliferative, invasive and apoptosis-
evading capabilities [18, 23, 64]. Since the responsible genetic defects typically do
not arise all at once, but instead accumulate over time thus successively bestow-
ing the cell with the functional aberrations needed for the tumorigenic phenotype
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to establish, cancer development has also been recognized as a multistep process.
[63, 64].

The last decades have witnessed the identification of a multitude of different
genes implicated in tumorigenesis, including also various MB-related genes as re-
viewed above. The characterization of numerous of such cancer genes has led to
the insight that they can be broadly divided into three different categories, which
are termed (i) oncogenes, (ii) tumor suppressor genes, and (iii) stability genes [23],
and which can be described as follows.

1.2.2.1 Oncogenes

One type of genomic alteration involved in cancer development affects so called
proto-oncogenes, i.e. normal genes which are thought to positively regulate cell
growth and proliferation. When such genes are altered in a fashion that constitutes
a gain of function, e.g. in terms of upregulated expression or stabilized/constitu-
tively active protein, they are transformed from their proto-oncogene state to an
oncogene state [64], in which they can contribute to tumorigenesis through an
aberrant induction of cell proliferation.

1.2.2.2 Tumor suppressor genes

Tumor suppressor genes, sometimes also referred to as ‘antioncogenes’ or ‘growth
supressors’ [64], represent genes that instantiate control mechanisms capable to
inhibit cell proliferation, e.g. through the regulation of cell-cylce progression or
cell death. Thus, when these genes are affected by genetic alterations leading to
a loss-of functions, the cell might lose a protection from uncontrolled growth
behavior.

1.2.2.3 Stability genes

Finally, genomic alterations contributing to cancer development have also been
suggested to target a third group, which encompasses DNA stability and caretaker
genes, mainly responsible for the regulation of proper DNA repair mechanisms
and ensuring chromatin integrity [23]. As such, these genes do not directly con-
tribute do the actual tumor driving processes such as proliferation, cell growth, or
evasion from apoptosis, but instead they cause genomic instability thus allowing
cells to acquire the mutations needed to initiate or progress tumorigenesis [23, 65].
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1.2.3 Discovery and prioritization of candidate cancer genes

1.2.3.1 Candidate gene discovery

Recent years have seen a number of techniques employed for discovering putative
cancer gene, some popular examples of which will be discussed below.

GWAS Genome wide association studies (GWAS) represent one widely used
type of association technique, which attempts to link genetic variants, typically
single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), to specific disease phenotypes [66]. This
method has already produced numerous insights into associations between ge-
netic polymorphisms and cancer [67]. However, GWAS also presents with a
number of limitations [68], which affect the usefulness of this technique for can-
cer gene discovery. Specifically, such problems may relate to the large number of
patients needed to establish confident associations [66], coupled to the issue that
cancer is a multigenic disease caused by different combinations of alterations, not
all of which are necessarily reflecting common events [68].

High-throughput omics screens In addition to traditional GWAS approaches,
the emergence of high-throughput microarray or sequencing based genomic screen-
ing techniques has also unlocked other avenues for the discovery of cancer genes
[69, 70]. Specifically, a common approach for identifying candidate cancer genes
is to utilize various molecular profiling methods to identify loci that are recur-
rently affected by somatic mutations, copy number variations (CNVs), or chro-
mosomal rearrangements, or that show dysregulated epigenetic or transcriptional
properties. However, similar to the GWAS approach, inferring the whole genome
landscape of a tumor requires large cohorts of patients and the approach might
ultimately only produce candidate genes, with further effort being needed to sep-
arate driver and passenger events.

Forward genetic screens Forward genetics presents another powerful technique
to screen for potential cancer genes in model organisms. Specifically, in forward
genetics, one uses different mutagenic agents to induce almost randomly distrib-
uted genomic alterations that can affect the transcriptional regulation and output
of genes [71]. Mutagenic agents used in this context include for instance different
retroviruses [72] and transposable elements (TEs), such as the Sleeping Beauty
(SB) [73] or piggyBac (PB) [74] systems. When genomic events caused by these
agents lead to tumor development, their position and function in the genome can
be determined retrospectively to identify the potential cancer gene that drove or
contributed to tumorigenesis [71].
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1.2.3.2 Cancer gene prioritization

The description of cancer genes above seems to draw a clear picture of cancer de-
velopment as an accumulation of genomic alterations in specific genes that drive
or enable certain cancer beneficial phenotypes. However, cancers present with
genomic landscapes that can often harbor an astounding number of different al-
terations [20, 21, 25]. Out of such an abundance of genomic events, only a small
fraction, termed ‘driver mutations’, is considered to be actively involved in tum-
origenesis, while the larger proportion reflects ‘passenger mutations’ that do not
contribute to the development of cancer [21, 22, 75, 76]. Hence, the identification
of the genes, which drive cancer, does not only require a detection of genomic al-
terations, but furthermore also entails the task of distinguishing between the real
cancer genes and passenger events [75, 76].

In the ideal case scenario, all putative cancer genes could simply be subjected
to a panel of experimental validations, in order to identify their involvement in
cancer development. Yet, even with state-of-the-art experimental technologies,
the validation of just a single gene is both costly and time consuming. Thus, there
is a clear need for a computational framework, by which a list of genes can be
ranked or prioritized, so that subsequent experimental follow-up validations can
be focused in first line on the most promising candidates. Expanding on a similar
description published by Zampieri et al. [77], such a framework for cancer gene
prioritization might be generally described as follows. Let G � �g1, g2, � � � , gn�
denote the set of genes in a cell/organism of interest. Out of these genes, a subset
PD � G, referred to as positives, is involved in or driving the development of a
disease/cancer phenotype D , while the other genes, ND � G�PD , referred to as
negatives, are not related to disease D . Typically, a limited number of positives
KD � PD is known a-priori, while the involvement of the remaining genes, UD �
G�KD , in disease D is unknown. The task of cancer gene prioritization is then to
compute a scoring

SD�gi 	 �ψ�X, gi 	, gi 
 UD ,

for all genes gi 
 UD (or a subset of candidates among these genes), where ψ de-
scribes a mathematical operation that scores a gene with respect to some indica-
tion, based on some available data X, of its involvement in disease D . Often, the
known positive genes (KD ) are used as a reference to derive the criteria based on
which a gene’s involvement in a disease should be rated. In such cases, the scoring
function may also read as

SD�gi 	 �ψ�X, gi ,KD	, gi 
 UD ,

Ideally, a scoring SD�gi 	 would provide some information about the probability
p�gi 
 PD	, but such a relationship can often not be derived.
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Network basedmethods Among the various types of gene prioritization strate-
gies employed in cancer/disease research, one particularly popular alternative is
based on the analysis of biological networks. Modeling relevant processes or de-
pendencies in the biological system as networks, these methods seek to score indi-
vidual genes or proteins for instance based on some measure of importance in the
network or association with network components that are known to be related
to the disease.

A more extensive discussion of network based methods for cancer prioritiza-
tion is given in the next section.

1.3 The network approach

Networks play an important role in the representation and analysis of relational
data throughout many different scientific fields. During the recent decades they
have also gained increasing attention in biological disciplines, including systems
biology and computational biology. Specifically, during the course of exploring
the biological foundation of an organism’s physiology, two realizations have be-
come clear: (i) Many biological processes are established through complex mo-
lecular interactions and dependencies which can be visualized as pathways or net-
works [2], and (ii) the majority of related biological data gathered will exhibit
certain types of measurable intrinsic correlations or associations reflecting such
relationships. Networks represent an intuitive choice for modeling and illustrat-
ing the diverse types of relationships that constitute these biological system. Spe-
cifically, given the myriad of molecular and biochemical processes that take place
in a cell, it is not surprising that a wealth of different network concepts have been
developed in the field of biology, with some examples being outlined in Paper I.
Yet, the common feature describing virtually all such networks is their construc-
tion from vertices and edges. Accordingly, biological networks can in most cases
be directly translated to a respective mathematical graph-based framework, allow-
ing the analysis of the underlying relational data through the use of a large body
of well defined mathematical methodology established from matrix algebra and
graph theory [78].

In essence, the network approach for cancer gene prioritization then com-
prises two key stages, i.e. (1) the establishment/selection of a network, which
captures some type of biological relationship informative for the study of tumori-
genic mechanisms, and (2) the identification and application of adequate network-
based computational and mathematical methods to rank candidate genes.

We can illustrate the related concepts of biological network construction, in-
terpretation and application on the example of gene regulatory networks (GRNs),
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also referred to as transcriptional regulatory networks (TRN) or gene transcrip-
tional regulatory networks, which are one of the predominant types of networks
utilized in system biology and which have been the focus of a large body of re-
search. The next sections will first introduce GRNs as a concrete example of
network biology, subsequently outline some frameworks for their mathematical
modeling and statistical inference, and finally discuss several types of graph theory
based approaches for candidate cancer gene prioritization in such networks.

1.3.1 Gene regulatory networks

In a GRN, vertices are most commonly considered to be genes, while edges con-
tain some type of information about the regulatory interaction or transcriptional
relationship between two genes. In a simplified and idealistic view, such regulat-
ory interactions could resemble the action of transcription factors (TFs), which
bind to target genes and influence their mRNA transcription. In such networks,
vertices should thus be separated into genes that encode a TF and genes which do
not. An interaction from a gene A to a gene B would then imply that the protein
encoded by gene A acts as a TF and binds to a regulatory element, e.g. promoter,
of gene B (which might be a transcription factor encoding gene itself), thus in-
fluencing its transcriptional activity (Fig. 1.7A). The regulatory mechanisms and
interactions that involve transcription, translation and protein-DNA binding can
then be abstracted as a simple network structure composed of TFs, target genes,
and edges between them (Fig. 1.7B). Yet, it is not always clear a-priori, which of
the genes actually encode for TFs, and a clear separation of vertices into one of
the two classes is thus not always feasible. Furthermore, while this type of net-
work model might represent the most intuitive illustration of the transcriptional
regulatory system, other network architectures with varying interpretations of
edges between genes exist. The most important of these models and the concept
of their inference will be discussed in the following subsection.

While the definition of a GRN as a model of TF-mediated transcriptional
regulation of target genes appears commonly employed [79], transcription is in-
fluenced by a myriad of other factors as well, including for instance non-coding
RNAs (ncRNAs), epigenetic factors, chromatin modifiers, posttranslational modi-
fications, and transcriptional co-regulators. Thus, a more general definition of
GRNs might consider edges to correspond to any type of gene-gene based regu-
latory interaction resulting in a measurable transcriptional change regardless of
the regulatory molecule. In fact, since GRNs are typically inferred from gene ex-
pression data (see below), Emmert-Streib et al. [80] suggested to define a GRN as
“a network that has been inferred from gene expression data”.

Following this latter, more general definition, GRNs can thus be represented
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Figure 1.7: Basic regulatory framework of GRNs. A) Under the general dogma of bio-
logy, the mRNA transcribed from TF-encoding genes is further translated to TFs, which
can then regulate the transcription of target genes. B) Simplifying the regulatory mechan-
isms in (A), it is possible to arrive at a simplified network architecture, in which only the
TFs can act to repress or activate genes.

as mathematical graphs, GRN G V , E , where the vertices (V ) correspond to
genes, or some variables that reflect a gene’s activity or expression, and the edges
(E ) indicate some type of transcriptional relationship between genes.

The key questions with respect to the establishment of such GRNs are then:
(1) how should transcriptional relationships be encoded by the graph, and (2) how
can these relationships be inferred from the underlying biological systems? Some
aspects related to these two concerns will be discussed further in the following
section.

1.3.1.1 Modeling and inference of GRNs

For a long time, the exploration of transcriptional regulation was largely based on
small-scale experimental validations. More recent high-throughput experimental
solutions are for instance presented by integrating chromatin immunoprecipit-
ation (ChIP) assays for a certain TF (TF-ChIP) with transcription profiling as-
says to determine direct TF target genes and the transcriptional effect induced by
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the corresponding interactions [81, 82]. Another alternative is the gene centered
method presented by the yeast one-hybrid system, which operates in the other
direction by identifying all TFs binding to a given DNA fragment [83, 84]. How-
ever, performing such techniques at a high-throughput level for all TFs or gene
promoters in a given cell type can be cumbersome and expensive.

On the other hand, given the technological advancements made during the
last two decades, the generation of gene expression data, using either micro-array
or RNA-sequencing platforms, has become fast and inexpensive. Consequently,
it is not surprising that the development of methods for the reconstruction of
transcriptional regulations from such data has become a prominent field of com-
putational biology. Specifically, consider gene expression data to be available as
a matrix Xn�m , where m corresponds to the number of samples (observations;
columns), n denotes the number of genes (variables; rows), and x j

i �� represents
a measure of the expression of gene gi in sample j . Then the strategy of such
methods, rather than approaching the problem experimentally, is to attempt to
infer or reverse-engineer transcriptional networks using statistical techniques in
an often purely data-driven fashion from such a gene expression matrix.

Given the vast variety of ways to approach the problem of how to model the
underlying transcriptional relationships in a network and how to infer such rela-
tionships from the expression data, network inference can today be regarded as
an umbrella term harboring a vast number of approaches with different concepts
and goals. For instance, the individual network models employed for this pur-
pose can be categorized on several levels including e.g. the choice of (i) a static
versus dynamic nature of the model, (ii) a discrete or continuous representation
of expression values, (iii) the use of linear, non-linear, or boolean functions to rep-
resent gene interactions, and (iv) deterministic or stochastic approaches to model
relationships between genes [85].

The remainder of this subsection briefly outlines some popular examples of
related approaches for inferring and modeling GRNs.

Co-expression networks: This model represents probably the most intuitive
and straight forward approach to network inference. Specifically, in co-expression
networks, vertices represent genes and an edge e�i , j � measures some form of sim-
ilarity or correlation between the expression profiles of genes gi and g j as calcu-
lated from an underlying expression matrix. For instance, a commonly employed
metric for inferring such co-expression relationships is Pearson’s correlation coef-
ficient, which for a pair of genes gi and g j can be estimated from the expression
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matrix via the sample correlation coefficient as

r �xi ,x j � �

�m
s�1�x s

i � x̄i ��x s
j � x̄ j ���m

s�1�x s
i � x̄i �

2
��m

s�1�x s
j � x̄ j �

2
,

where m is the number of samples, xi is the vector holding all m expression values
of gene gi , x s

i denotes the expression of gene gi in sample s , and x̄i is the mean
expression of gene gi across all samples. However similarity scores can also be
derived through other correlation measures such as Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficient or Kendall’s tau coefficient, or yet other gene association metrics [86].

After the initial computation of association values, it is then possible to create
a sparse network by choosing a ‘hard threshold’ [87, 88] and setting edges between
any pair of genes whose correlation value exceeds this threshold, or to generate a
weighted network by the use of ‘soft thresholding’, e.g. in the form of raising the
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[89].

Information-theoretic networks: This type of modeling is very similar to the
above approach, but instead of using a correlation based measure to determine as-
sociations between genes, it relies on the calculation of information-based metrics
such as the mutual information (MI), which measures the amount of shared in-
formation and hence dependence between two variables. Specifically, considering
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where pX �xi � represents the marginal probability that X � xi , pY �yi � represents
the marginal probability that Y � yi , and pX Y �xi , xi � is the joint probability of
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Having computed a matrix of estimated MI values between pairs of genes, a
simple pruned network can then again be obtained for instance by applying a hard
threshold [91].

Examples of network inference algorithms that employ mutual information
include ARACNE (Algorithm for the Reverse engineering of Accurate Cellular
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NEtworks) [92], CLR (Context Likelihood of Relatedness) [93], and MRNET
[94].

Regression-based approaches: Rather than computing every gene-gene associ-
ation via a measure of correlation or mutual information, regression-based meth-
ods follow a type of feature selection strategy to determine the likely regulators,
i.e. transcription factors, of a target gene and use this information to reconstruct
the network topology. Specifically, in order to identify a small set of probable
regulators for a given target gene, regression analyses are performed to measure
the importance of the expression levels of putative transcription factors (inde-
pendent variables) for predicting the expression level of the target gene (depend-
ent variable). Specifically, following the description and notations in [95, 96],
the concept of regression based network inference might be described as follows.
Let the expression of a target gene gi in sample s be denoted by x s

i , let xs
�i be

the vector of gene expression values (excluding x s
i ) of a set of putative regulators

(transcription factors) of gi , and let εs represent some random noise for sample s .
Then the regression problem for gene gi can be stated as [96]

x s
i � fi �x

s
�i �� ε

s ,

where the task of network inference is then to identify a set of transcription
factors that can solve this equation adequately well for all m samples in the ex-
pression matrix given a certain implementation of the function fi [95, 96].

Examples of related network inference methods, using various strategies to ap-
proach the feature selection problem, are TIGRESS (Trustful Inference of Gene
REgulation using Stability Selection) [95], GENIE3 (GEne Network Inference
with Ensemble of trees) [96], ENNET [97], NIMEFI (Network Inference using
Multiple Ensemble Feature Importance algorithms) [99], and PLSNET (Partial
Least Squares based network inference) [98].

Bayesian networks: Bayesian networks resemble a class of probabilistic mod-
els, i.e. in the context of gene regulatory networks they allow a description of
probabilistic relationships between the transcriptional states of genes. Specific-
ally, the transcriptional activity of each gene gi is modeled as a random variable
xi and depicted as a vertex in a directed acyclic graph. Each vertex (gene) xi has a
set of parents denoted as Parents�xi � �V ��xi�, where V is the set of all vertices
in the network, and the directed edges in this network then depict a regulatory re-
lationship from a parent (regulator) to a target gene. Particularly, the distribution
of transcriptional states of a gene is then modeled via a conditional probability
given the transcriptional states of its parents.
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Boolean networks: Boolean networks represent a class of discrete, dynamic
networks. Specifically, according to [100], a Boolean network for modeling tran-
scriptional regulation can be defined as follows. Each vertex in such a network
represents a binary variable xi � �0,1�, which models the expression of the cor-
responding gene gi as either ‘on’ (xi � 1; expressed) or ‘off’ (xi � 0; not ex-
pressed). Furthermore, the activity of each vertex is not static, but instead the
value xi �t�1� at time/iteration t�1 is computed via a Boolean function that takes
as input the current activities, i.e. activities at time t , of a subset Parents�xi � �
V 	�xi�, referred to as parents of xi , where V is the set of all vertices in the net-
work [100]. Each vertex can have its own Boolean function, composed of Boolean
operators such as AND, OR, NOT, or EQ (equality), i.e. given a vertex xi with
two parents xj and xk , and a vertex xu with one parent xv , examples for the values
of xi and xu at time t � 1 could be

xi �t � 1� � xj �t�
 xk�t�,

xu�t � 1� ��xv�t�.

Such dependencies can be depicted in a directed graph and resemble a dynamic
network, which is typically governed by a synchronous update rule, such that at
any iteration the states of all vertices in the network are updated in synchrony.

Differential equation methods: Differential equation based methods describe
a group of dynamic network paradigms, in which vertices are continuous vari-
ables representing transcript (mRNA) concentrations of corresponding genes and
the entire network can model the rate of change of those concentrations using
differential equations (DEs). Specifically, the underlying framework is based on
the kinetic nature of transcription and models gene expression as time-dependent
changes of transcript concentration as a consequence of the transcriptional regu-
latory system and external perturbations. The most commonly employed of such
approaches are based on ordinary differential equations (ODE), such that the rate
of change of mRNA concentration xi of gene gi can be written as [101, 102]

dxi �t�
dt

� Fi �x,θ, u, t�,

where the function Fi measures the rate of change of xi given the mRNA con-
centrations of all n genes at time t stored in the vector x, the directed regulatory
interactions in the network stored inθ, and any external perturbation represented
by u [101, 102].
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The function F can take on different linear or nonlinear forms, e.g. one of
the simplest implementations is a linear differential expression of the form [101]

dxi �t�
dt

�
n�

j�1

aj i x j �t��βi u�t�,

where aj i are the weights of the adjacency matrix signifying the strength of the
transcriptional regulatory effect from gene g j to gene gi and parameter βi meas-
ures how strongly the external perturbation affects the transcription of gene gi
[101].

In addition, other DE frameworks such as partial differential equations (PDEs)
or stochastic differential equations (SDE) can be considered, creating a plethora
of different implementation possibilities.

1.3.1.2 Simulation of gene expression from networks

Importantly, while it has been shown to some degree that GRNs can be inferred
from gene expression data, the opposite also holds true. For instance, considering
a dynamic network model such as the ODE based framework, in which edges
represent the strength and direction of transcriptional regulatory interactions, it is
possible to use a system of differential equations, e.g. ODEs or SDEs, to simulate
the gene expression profiles generated by the underlying regulatory interactions.

For instance, adhering to the frameworks demonstrated in [103, 104] a cor-
responding model based on a system of linear ODEs can be described as fol-
lows. Rooted in the central dogma of biology but using a simplified view on the
transcriptional and translational processes, the underlying assumptions of such a
model are usually that (i) transcription (production of mRNA) of a gene is reg-
ulated by proteins (regulators/TFs), (ii) such regulator proteins are translated at
some rate from the mRNA of the TF encoding gene, and (iii) both mRNAs and
proteins are degraded at some rate. Thus, in order to simulate expression data,
two processes have to be considered, i.e. the rate of change of protein concentra-
tions is determined by the synthesis of new proteins from the existing mRNA and
the degradation of already existing proteins, while the rate of change of mRNA
concentrations is determined by the synthesis of new mRNA due to some tran-
scripitional activation and the degradation of already existing mRNA molecules.
These two processes can be modeled using a system of two coupled differential
equations [103, 104]

d pi �t�
dt

� αi xi �t��βi pi �t�,
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dxi �t�
dt

� γi fi �p,θ, t��δi xi �t�,

where pi �t� and xi �t� are the protein concentration and mRNA concentration of
gene gi at time t , respectively, p is a vector holding all protein concentrations, αi
is the translation rate, βi the protein degradation rate, γi the transcription rate,
and δi the mRNA degradation rate of gene gi , and fi �p,θ, t� is a function that
describes the transcriptional activity of gene gi given the concentrations of all
proteins p at time t and their transcriptional regulatory effects on gene gi which
are stored in θ [103, 104].

A steady-state expression dataset can then be generated by starting at a (ran-
dom) initial state and iteratively updating mRNA and protein concentrations un-
til some equilibrium has been reached, in which the system does not substantially
change anymore.

Additional flavors of such models might for instance distinguish between the
concentrations of molecules in the nucleus and cytoplasm and include transporta-
tion rates to simulate flow of molecules between the two locations [105, 106]. Fur-
thermore, since we can assume that the biological processes underlying gene ex-
pression are neither deterministic nor instantaneous, the DEs as presented above
can further be supplemented with noise to obtain a SDE formulation [103], and/or
adjusted to include time delays [104].

One obvious challenge in the establishment of such models lies in the infer-
ence of accurate parameters describing the kinetics of the biological processes.
However, once a feasible model has been established, it can have many applica-
tions. For instance, being able to model steady state expression in a cell would
allow to investigate perturbations and deregulation of system wide transcription
or pathway specific signaling under cancer or disease states [105]. Furthermore,
the ability to model gene expression data from a known regulatory network has
opened up a widely used avenue for the validation of reverse engineered transcrip-
tional networks [103, 107], a concept that is further discussed in the following
section.

1.3.1.3 Validation of network inference methods

In order to evaluate the performance of network inference methods, such as those
discussed in section 1.3.1.1, researchers commonly compare the existence of reg-
ulatory interaction in the predicted networks with some form of reference net-
work. The choice of reference networks is usually between two predominant
alternatives. Traditionally, references consisted of knowledge-based networks.
However, such networks have the disadvantage that they might be incomplete
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and resemble a generic view on the interactome, rather than representing any tis-
sue or disease specific interactions. More recently, the simulation of gene expres-
sion data from a given network structure has allowed more sophisticated network
comparisons between paired predicted and reference networks [79, 103, 108, 109].

Specifically, in such an approach, one simulates gene expression data from
a predefined network structure serving as reference and then infers a predicted
network from this synthetic data, thus obtaining a matched pair of inferred and
reference networks that can be compared in order to evaluate network inference
[103, 109]. This approach might however suffer from an over-simplification of
transcriptional regulation. Specifically, biological transcriptional processes are
likely involving a plethora of factors, such as epigenetics, posttranslational modi-
fications, or micro-RNAs, which are not included in the described models for
simulating gene expression, and thus any validation process based on such sim-
ulated data might overestimate the performance of a network inference method
[79].

Regardless of the choice of reference network, the performance of a network
inference algorithm is commonly determined with respect to the edge prediction
accuracy in the corresponding reconstructed networks. Specifically, a number
of measures have been used to address this type of validation [79, 103, 108, 109],
most of which depend on the evaluation of the confusion matrix. Specifically,
consider the confusion matrix depicted in figure 1.8.

Having established the number of positive edges (P ), negative edges (N ), as
well as the number of true-positive (T P ), false-negative (F N ), false-positive (F P ),
and true-negative (T N ) edges in the inferred network, one can then determine a
number of different statistics to measure the performance of the networks. These
statistics include for instance the true positive rate (TPR) and true negative rate
(TNR), which are given as

T P R�
T P
P

, T N R�
T N
N

,

the precision (PR) given as

P R�
T P

T P � F P
,

the accuracy (ACC) defined as

AC C �
T P �T N

P �N
.
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Figure 1.8: Confusion matrix for comparing inferred and reference networks. In the
context of network inference, the confusion matrix is established based on the correctly
and incorrectly predicted edges. For any pair of vertices in the two networks there can
be an edge (True) or no edge (False) connecting them. Edges that exist in the reference
network and are correctly predicted in the inferred network are true-positives (T P ), while
those missed in the inferred network are false-negatives (F N ). Conversely, edges that do not
exist in the reference network, but are predicted in the inferred network are referred to as
false-positives (F P ), while those edges that do not exist in either network are referred to as
true-negatives (T N ). The total number of positive edges (P ) with respect to the reference
network is then just the sum P � T P � F N , while the number of negative edges (N ) with
respect to the reference network is the sum N � F P �T N .

A typical performance evaluation encompasses the inspection of such metrics
over a range of different inference parameters. For instance, through a sequen-
tial adjustment of the confidence or strength threshold when selecting predicted
network edges, one obtains networks with varying values of T P , F N , F P , and
T N , and can then illustrate the relationship between two metrics. Two meth-
ods widely used in this fashion are the Receiver-Operator-Characteristic (ROC),
which displays the T P R as a function of the false positive rate (F P R � F P�N ),
and the Precision-Recall curve, which depicts the P R as a function of the T P R,
which is also referred to as recall. In order to quantify and compare the inform-
ation provided by such curves, it is then common practice to calculate the area
under these curves, i.e. the area under the ROC curve (auROC) or the area un-
der the Precision-Recall curve (auPR), as the decisive performance metric for a
method.
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1.3.2 Network-based prediction of cancer genes

With the increasing amount of biological data gathered through the last decades
and the need for improved integrative analyses of such data, the scientific field has
witnessed the development of an astonishing number of network-based strategies
for the prioritization of candidate disease/cancer genes, for the prediction of dis-
ease/cancer modules and pathways, and for distinguishing driver from passenger
genes.

The following sections will discuss three exemplary categories of related can-
cer gene prediction/prioritization methods, namely approaches based on (i) gene
proximity in the network (Fig. 1.9A), (ii) disease network modules (Fig. 1.9B),
and (iii) graph centrality (Fig. 1.9C). In general these methods consider biological
networks as mathematical graphs and operate on the basis of well defined graph
theory related concepts.

1.3.2.1 Proximity-based methods

One widely used category of methods is based on the frequently reviewed frame-
work of ‘guilt-by-association’ (GBA), which has been particularly highlighted by
the proteomics and functional genomics fields and assumes that proteins with re-
lated functions are likely to exhibit direct or indirect physical interactions [110].
It has subsequently been shown that such a framework is also feasible for gene
expression derived interaction data [111].

Based on the premise that genes/proteins associated with the same disease
phenotype are likely to have similar biological functions and will thus display
a high tendency to interact physically and/or to be part of the same biological
module, GBA represents a promising method to identify novel disease-related
genes [112]. Specifically, with the ability of biological networks to investigate
molecular relationships, numerous network-based GBA methods have been pro-
posed (reviewed for instance in [15, 113–116]), which would allow to prioritize
individual genes or to identify network modules (see also next section). Since
networks also allow an inspection of indirect interactions in terms of network
distances or proximity between proteins, the related methods are sometimes also
referred to as ‘guilt-by-proximity’ approaches [115].

According to Wu and Li [115], Wang et al. [114], and Navlakha and Kings-
ford [117], approaches for prioritizing individual genes based on proximity or as-
sociation to known disease genes can be broadly categorized into local methods,
global methods, or graph partitioning related techniques. Specifically, following
the extensive reviews provided in these publications, a few concepts and examples
of such strategies are explained below.
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Figure 1.9: Three approaches for predicting cancer genes using network analysis. A)
Vertices can be ranked with respect to their proximity to known cancer genes and the top
candidates are being selected as putative cancer genes. B) The network can be partitioned
into clusters and novel cancer genes can be predicted based on cluster affiliation with known
cancer genes. C) Assuming that known cancer genes take highly central positions in a
biological graph, novel cancer genes may be predicted by scoring genes according to the
respective centrality measure.

Popular local methods rely on investigating the ‘direct neighbors’ / ‘direct neigh-
borhood’ (DN ) of disease genes in the network, i.e. predicting novel disease genes
based on direct interactions to known disease genes, or prioritize genes based
on the ‘shortest path length’ (SP) to disease genes [114, 115]. For instance, in the
former category of DN methods, candidate vertices may be selected as those that
physically interact with known disease genes/proteins [118]. Alternatively, ver-
tices can be scored by calculating the number of interaction partners that are dis-
ease genes/proteins [119], or by calculating the sum of weights of edges connect-
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ing the vertex to disease proteins/genes [120]. On the adjacency matrix A (either
weighted or unweighted) of an undirected network, the respective score for a ver-
tex vi can then simply be computed as [120]

SDN �vi � �
�

j�C

aj i ,

where C denotes the set of indices of vertices corresponding to the known cancer
genes/protein that are used for the GBA prediction.

The SP framework on the other hand allows even indirect interactions between
genes and instead involves the evaluation of the shortest path lengths, i.e. shortest
distances d�i , j �, from a candidate gene to known disease genes [121–124]. For
instance, in order to score a vertex (gene) vi , one could first compute the shortest
path lengths between vi and all known cancer related genes, where it is common
to set d�i , j � � � if there is no path between two genes. Subsequently, the ob-
tained distances can be transformed into a measure of closeness and the score for
a vertex can then be obtained as the sum over these closeness values. For instance,
Franke [121] and Wu et al. [124] utilized a Gaussian kernel to transform the pair-
wise distances between genes into a pairwise measure of closeness. Accordingly,
a score for vertex vi based on shortest-path lengths could read as [124]

SSP �vi � �
�

j�C

e�d�vj ,vi �
2
.

Global methods are usually based on variants of network propagation [15],
with examples spanning for instance diffusion kernels (DK) [125], or ’random
walks with restart’ (RWR) [125], equivalent PageRank with priors implementa-
tions [126] or related methods [127].

In the DK framework, scores can for instance be calculated as [125]

SDK�vi � �
�

j�C

K j i ,

where K is the diffusion kernel defined as [125]

K� e�βL,

with L and β denoting the Laplacian matrix of the network and the chosen dif-
fusion strength, respectively.

Following the description by Köhler et al. [125], the RWR framework can
be described as follows. We assume a walker/surfer that jumps between connec-
ted vertices in a network, where the probability of jumping from one vertex to
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another is given by the row-stochastic transition matrix M, i.e. row normalized
adjacency matrix, of the network. The random walk is initialized by setting up a
vector of initial probabilities p0, allowing a walker to start at any known disease
gene with equal probability and zero probability to start in a gene not known to
be related to the disease. At any time point t � 1 the probability of being in any
vertex of the network is then given by the vector [125]

pt�1 � �1�λ�MT pt �λp0,

where pt �vi �, t � 0, is the probability of the walker to reside in vertex vi at time
t , and λ � �0,1� is the probability of the walker to return to the initial genes.
Once the resulting probability vector has converged to a reasonably stable state
(steady-state) p

�
, the score for a gene vi is given as [125]

SRW R�vi � � p
�
�vi �.

In the graph partitioning framework, one would start by clustering the net-
work into subgraphs using some type of clustering algorithm and then score genes
based on their membership in clusters that are enriched for known disease genes
[117] (see also next section).

For a further review on the different outlined methods, the reader is referred
to [114, 115, 117].

1.3.2.2 Clustering-based methods

As briefly mentioned in the previous section, beyond the mere scoring of in-
dividual genes, the GBA framework can also be employed to detect entire dis-
ease modules within a network. Specifically, since proteins/genes related to a
certain disease phenotype show an increased likelihood of interacting with each
other, they are also likely to form clusters of high connectivity within a network
[112, 128, 129].

Numerous methods have been developed to identify communities and clusters
in graphs in general [11, 12], and functional modules in biological networks [130].
However, as pointed out by Barabási et al. [113], in the context of identifying so
called ‘disease modules’, one generally has to further distinguish between at least
two other different types of clusters in a network, represented by ‘topological mod-
ules’, i.e. network clusters with higher intra-cluster to inter-cluster connectivity,
and ‘functional modules’, i.e. intra-connected network regions that show an en-
richment of vertices/genes with similar biological functions. As further stated
by the authors “a disease module may not be identical to, but likely overlaps with,
the topological and/or functional modules” [113]. Consequently, ‘disease module’
detection can be performed in a number of different ways.
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Specifically, as also similarly argued by Vlaic et al. [131], many of the related
techniques can be considered to follow one of two broad frameworks. Methods
in the first category start from a set of seed vertices, e.g. known-disease genes, dif-
ferentially expressed genes (DEGs), or vertices with some type of disease-related
score such as mutation frequency, and then employ propagation/diffusion pro-
cesses to grow disease modules around these seeds [132–134]. Methods from the
second category instead start with the identification of topological clusters/com-
munities, which are then scored as putative disease modules based on some cri-
teria, e.g. by counting the number of known disease-related genes/proteins con-
tained in the cluster or by checking whether the contained genes show differential
expression / transcriptional activity in the disease condition [131, 135, 136].

For a further review of related methods and concepts, the reader is referred to
[113, 137]

1.3.2.3 Centrality-based methods

While GBA methods employ distances or interactions to known disease genes,
centrality-based methods instead only rely on the network topology in order to
prioritize genes. Specifically, the use of graph centralities allows to identify genes
with certain topological properties in the network. Assuming that the distinct
network positions captured in this way are also associated with specific biolo-
gical functions and implicated in disease phenotypes, graph centralities might thus
provide a way of prioritizing genes linked to a specific disease.

Specifically, a centrality-based framework would then be composed of two
main steps, i.e. (i) the identification of a set of individual or a combination of
centrality measures that enrich for known disease genes in the network, and (ii)
the prioritization of candidate genes with the respective centrality metrics. Thus,
once a suitable set of centrality measures for ranking has been identified, the ap-
plication of the centrality-based approach is essentially independent from known
disease/cancer genes. However, disease genes from the same or a highly similar
disease are still needed in order to identify such a set of suitable centrality meas-
ures.

As also reviewed in more detail in Paper I, several lines of evidence have sup-
ported the feasibility of such a strategy during the last decades. For instance, com-
bining transcriptional profiling with protein interaction data, it was found that a
selection based on increased expression in squamous cell lung cancer enriched for
genes with a high degree centrality in the respective PPI network [138]. Also
investigating PPIs, another study revealed that proteins of known cancer genes
tended to exhibit higher degree centralities than proteins encoded by genes that
have not been associated with cancer [139]. Others have shown that prostate
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cancer genes could be enriched for using both degree centrality and eigenvector
centrality in a literature-mined network [140]. Furthermore, Goh et al. [129]
have studied degree centrality in a human PPI network and concluded that (non-
essential) disease genes are unlikely to coincide with hub positions, i.e. highly
connected vertices. However, the authors also reported that genes affected by so-
matic mutations, which would include many cancer genes, were excluded from
this finding and were instead more prone to display a high connectivity in the
network.

A more in depth review of the theory behind this category of prioritization
methods and a more comprehensive discussion of various centralities, their ap-
plication, and previous results is provided in Paper I.
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2. The present investigation

2.1 Paper I

Holger Weishaupt, Patrik Johansson, Christopher Engström, Sven Nelander,
Sergei Silvestrov, Fredrik J. Swartling. (2016). “Graph centrality based predic-
tion of cancer genes”. In: Engineering Mathematics II: Algebraic, Stochastic and
Analysis Structures for Networks, Data Classification and Optimization / [ed] Sergei
Silvestrov; Milica Rancic, pp. 275-311.

2.1.1 Summary

As described in the introduction, graph centralities represent one of the tools
that can be employed to prioritize genes in a network and thus predict putative
cancer genes. However, there exist many nuances to such a strategy, where the
details of an application might for instance depend on (i) the underlying biolo-
gical networks, (ii) how the interaction data displayed by such networks has been
extracted from the underlying biological systems, (iii) which types of genes are to
be identified, and (iv) which centrality measures are used for this purpose.

In this paper we aimed to explore and review the various aspects and concepts
relating to the prioritization of candidate disease/cancer genes via the centrality-
based ranking of vertices in biological networks. Specifically, we began by out-
lining the properties of several biological networks and related pioneering efforts
that together have led to the incentive for using this method. Furthermore we
discussed the mathematical basics for graph centrality based ranking and how to
interpret a related prioritzation in terms of possible associations between such a
ranking and the enrichment of cancer genes. Finally we also reviewed potential
complications and open questions associated with this technique.
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2.2 Paper II

Holger Weishaupt, Patrik Johansson, Christopher Engström, Sven Nelander,
Sergei Silvestrov, Fredrik J. Swartling. (2017). “Loss of conservation of graph
centralities in reverse-engineered transcriptional regulatory networks”. Methodo-
logy and Computing in Applied Probability, 19(4), 1089-1105.

2.2.1 Background and aims

As outlined in the introduction, there exist numerous strategies for reverse-engi-
neering GRNs from gene expression data. When performing a centrality-based
ranking on such inferred graphs in order to prioritize genes, the underlying as-
sumption is that the relevant biological network topologies are preserved in the
inferred networks. However, when benchmarking network inference algorithms,
the major performance criterion is typically how accurately these methods can
predict individual edges (transcriptional relationships), rather than the ability to
adequately reconstruct overall network centralities or related topological features.
Comparing a set of paired reference and inferred GRNs, this paper aimed to elu-
cidate how well the true graph centralities are preserved when reverse-engineering
GRNs from gene expression data.

2.2.2 Material and methods

In order to investigate how well overall network centralities are preserved between
the true, i.e. reference, GRN and reverse engineered networks, we employed
a procedure that can be summarized by the following major steps. Using the
GeneNetWeaver software developed by Schaffter et al. [103], which implements
among other things an ODE/SDE based framework for gene expression simula-
tion, we started by generating gene expression data for a set of 200 reference net-
works with 200 or 250 vertices each. From these gene expression data, we then
reverse-engineered GRNs using four different network inference algorithms, thus
producing matched pairs of reference and inferred networks. In order to confirm
that the network inference worked as expected, we then investigated the auPR and
auROC values for the reverse-engineered networks and compared the findings to
the results of a similar inspection performed by Schaffter et al. [103]. Finally,
in order to determine the conservation of centralities between reference and in-
ferred networks, we computed two centrality measures, i.e. degree centrality and
betweenness centrality, and compared the obtained centralities between paired
reference and inferred networks either visually or in terms of weighted rank cor-
relation coefficients (weighted Kendall’s tau).
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2.2.3 Results and discussions

As judged by the auROC and auPR results, the network inference demonstrated
in this paper revealed an edge prediction accuracy comparable to what has previ-
ously been reported. However, a further investigation of rank correlation coef-
ficients of centrality profiles between reference and inferred networks suggested
at best a modest conservation of the overall topological structure. Of note, the
best agreement of centrality profiles was often observed when including only a
small fraction of highly scored edges into the inferred network. This finding
relates directly to the information relayed by the precision-recall curves for the
respective network inference methods, which suggested that the techniques are
highly confident in predicting a fraction of network edges, but the accuracy drops
when attempting to reconstruct a larger proportion of the interactome. As a con-
sequence, we propose the following scenario: when including a small number of
highly scored edges, the inferred network contains mainly accurate interactions
but only a sparsely reconstructed overall topology, thus at best giving rise to a
modest agreement of centralities. When instead including more edges, which then
display a decreasing prediction confidence, the network reconstruction becomes
faulty and the agreement of centrality profiles between reference and inferred net-
works decreases even further.
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2.3 Paper III

Holger Weishaupt, Patrik Johansson, Christopher Engström, Sven Nelander,
Sergei Silvestrov, Fredrik J. Swartling. (2016). ”Prediction of high centrality
nodes from reverse-engineered transcriptional regulator networks”. In: SMTDA
2016 Proceedings: / 4th Stochastic Modeling Techniques and Data Analysis Interna-
tional Conference / [ed] Christos H. Skiadas (Ed), ISAST: International Society for
the Advancement of Science and Technology, pp. 517-531.

2.3.1 Context

This study represents a continuation of the work described in Paper II by extend-
ing the analyses to other types of reference networks and investigation strategies.

2.3.2 Background and aims

The investigation of centrality conservation in reverse-engineered GRNs presen-
ted in Paper II was limited in at least four respects: (i) only small-scale reference
networks were employed, (ii) networks were inferred from synthetic gene expres-
sion data only, (iii) information about known transcription factors was ignored,
and (iv) only a small selection of network inference methods was applied. Thus,
to produce a more extensive view on the subject, Paper III revisited the ques-
tion of centrality conservation in reverse-engineered GRNs by utilizing (i) larger-
scale reference networks, (ii) both synthetic and real microarray gene expression
data, (iii) a network pruning strategy that would only allow known transcrip-
tion factors to interact with other genes, and (iv) a more comprehensive list of
network inference algorithms. Furthermore, since a typical centrality-based can-
didate gene filtering would predominantly focus on high-centrality vertices, we
also aimed to investigate more explicitly, whether high-centrality vertices overlap
between reference and inferred networks.

2.3.3 Material and methods

We used three reference networks and accompanying gene expression data and
lists of transcription factors from the DREAM5 challenge [79]. One of these
datasets represented a synthetic network with simulated gene expression data,
while the other two represented knowledge-based networks for Escherichia coli
and Saccharomyces cerevisiae accompanied by real micro-array gene expression
data. From the gene expression data, we inferred GRNs using seven different net-
work inference algorithms, which were then pruned by removing any edge that
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did not start at a TF-representing vertex, followed by an inspection of precision-
recall curves in order to evaluate inference performance. As in Paper II, we
then investigated the conservation of degree and betweenness centralities between
reference and inferred networks, using either a direct visualization or weighted
rank correlation coefficients. Finally, to determine whether vertices with a high
centrality in the reference network would also exhibit a high centrality in the
corresponding inferred network, we extracted the 5% or 10% of vertices with
highest centralities from reference and inferred networks, respectively, and com-
pared their overlap using the representation factor and Fisher’s exact test. In addi-
tion to the standard inference methods, we also created one community network,
established by scoring edges with the mean rank of the edge weight across all net-
work methods [79, 108], and one approach where we averaged the centrality of
nodes across networks from all inference methods before ranking genes.

2.3.4 Results and discussions

The comparison of degree and betweenness centralities between the synthetic
reference and inferred networks revealed at best a modest correlation, while a
similar comparison for the biological datasets did not show any discernible cor-
relation of centralities between reference and inferred networks. A comparison
of high-centrality genes between the reference network and reconstructed GRNs
revealed a significant overlap for high-degree genes in all networks inferred from
the synthetic data. However, only a subset of methods produced significant over-
laps for high-betweenness genes in the synthetic network or for high-degree/high-
betweenness genes in the E. coli network, while there were no significant overlaps
for the S. cerevisiae network. Interpreting these findings and their meaning for
cancer gene prioritization from reverse-engineered networks is challenging. Spe-
cifically, the results obtained for networks inferred from synthetic data, despite
displaying at best a modest agreement between overall centrality measures, sug-
gested that the selection of high-degree vertices would enrich for genes that dis-
play high degree centralities also in the true interactome. However, the reduced
edge inference accuracy, loss of overall conservation of centralities, and dimin-
ished overlap of high-centrality genes in the biological networks and especially
for the S. cerevisiae dataset warrant caution. Possible explanations for the ob-
served discrepancy might be different transcriptional complexities between real
microarray data and simulated gene expression [79], or inconsistencies between
knowledge-based networks and the actual biological systems from which the gene
expression data is recorded. Further research will be required to fully elucidate
this issue.
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2.4 Paper IV

HolgerWeishaupt, Patrik Johansson, Anders Sundström, Zelmina Lubovac-Pilav,
Björn Olsson, Sven Nelander, Fredrik J. Swartling. (2019). “Batch-normalization
of cerebellar and medulloblastoma gene expression datasets utilizing empirically
defined negative control genes”. Bioinformatics, epub ahead of print.

2.4.1 Context

An overarching goal of our research was to study the cancer gene landscape of
MB in the context of system-wide transcriptional regulations modeled by reverse-
engineered GRNs. In order to enable the investigation of differential expression
patterns and transcriptional perturbations in these networks, we aimed to infer
networks from gene expression data comprising samples from both MB and nor-
mal cerebellum, which represents the likely brain region of origin for many MBs.
To achieve robust and reproducible results, the respective inference methods typ-
ically require gene expression data with large sample sizes. Paper IV deals with
the generation of such a large-scale gene expression dataset.

2.4.2 Background and aims

There exists a multitude of publicly available datasets with gene expression data
from MBs or normal cerebellum that could be used for network inference pur-
poses. However, such datasets typically comprise only a small number of samples,
and any single dataset usually consists exclusively of either MB samples or cerebel-
lar samples, but rarely both. Thus, in order to generate a larger-scale gene expres-
sion resource comprising both MB and cerebellar samples, this paper aimed to
merge a selection of individual datasets into an integrated gene expression table,
while removing putative batch-effects, i.e. systematic biases/trends in gene ex-
pression values between these datasets. Such a merged dataset would then be use-
ful to various downstream purposes, such as the inference of GRNs.

2.4.3 Material and methods

We pre-processed and combined a total of 23 gene expression datasets generated by
four different affymetrix microarray platforms, thus producing a merged dataset
with 1350 MB samples and 291 cerebellar samples. To ensure that the subgroup
labels of annotated MB samples were reliable and in order to predict labels for
those samples with lacking subgroup annotation, we then performed an extensive
re-classification analyses of all MB samples.
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Subsequently, in order to remove batch effects in the merged data, we em-
ployed the Removal of Unwanted Variation (RUV) algorithm [142, 143], which
normalizes gene expression data via the use of negative control genes, i.e. genes
that are assumed to be expressed at more or less constant levels across all samples
in the data. Specifically, in the context of the merged data, negative control genes
would thus be expected to display low gene expression variation within pheno-
types, i.e. within MB subgroups (WNT, SHH, G3, G4) and within normal cere-
bellum, and between phenotypes, i.e. between MB subgroups and between MB
and cerebellum. To empirically determine a suitable set of negative controls from
the collected datasets, we thus proposed a scoring framework based on the com-
putation of the relative mean absolute deviation (RMD) within phenotypes and
analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests between phenotypes.

In order to visualize the presence of batch effects before and after RUV nor-
malization we employed three types of visual tools, i.e. (i) relative log expression
(RLE) plots, (ii) multidimensional scaling (MDS) / principal component analysis
(PCA) plots, and (iii) hierarchical clustering (HC). Furthermore, to be able to
compare different parameter choices for the RUV method and to select the putat-
ive best performing RUV setup, we also utilized a panel of six quantitative metrics
for evaluating various properties of the data before and after normalization.

2.4.4 Results and discussion

The empirically defined negative controls displayed relatively low gene expression
variation within and between phenotypes, but increased variability between in-
dividual datasets and especially between microarray platforms, thus highlighting
these genes as a promising resource for batch effect removal.

Using the identified negative controls in conjunction with the RUV algorithm
and the visual and quantitative metrics, we were then able to select an arguably
best performing choice of RUV parameters, thus producing a dataset that dis-
played a clear removal of many of the platform-related differences observed in
the merged data prior to normalization.

In summary, we have (i) documented an approach for empirically defining
negative control genes, (ii) outlined a framework for evaluating RUV normaliz-
ations, and (iii) employed these methods to produce an integrated, batch-corrected
resource of MB and cerebellar transcription data, spanning an unprecedented num-
ber of 1350 MB and 291 cerebellar samples.
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2.5 Paper V

Holger Weishaupt, Patrik Johansson, Christopher Engström, Sven Nelander,
Sergei Silvestrov, Fredrik J. Swartling. (2019). ”Prioritization of candidate cancer
genes on chromosome 17q through reverse-engineered transcriptional regulatory
networks in medulloblastoma groups 3 and 4”. Manuscript.

2.5.1 Context

While the previous sections and papers included in this thesis were concerned
with establishing the theory or data needed for network-based cancer gene discov-
ery, paper V deals with a practical application of related techniques to the field of
MB.

2.5.2 Background and aims

As discussed in the introduction, recurrent genomic alterations have been found
for a majority of Group 3 and Group 4 MBs [25], but there is still very little
known about the genetic events that lead to tumor development in a large fraction
of such patients. Among the most frequently observed genomic alterations in
these subgroups is the amplification of chromosome 17q (chr 17q), an event that
has previously been shown to be associated with poor survival [144]. However, it
remains to be resolved if there is a particular driver gene or set of interacting driver
genes located on chr 17q that might be responsible for producing the observed
pathogenesis. To address this open question, this paper aimed to reverse-engineer
GRNs for Group 3 and Group 4 MBs and then utilize these networks to prioritize
candidate genes on chr 17q based on their proximity to genes recurrently mutated
in these subgroups.

2.5.3 Material and methods

As a starting point, we obtained published gene expression data for 144 Group 3
and 326 Group 4 MB samples [47]. The data was then filtered to select meaning-
ful genes and samples for network inference. Specifically, we retained only genes
that (i) were recurrently mutated in these subgroups [25], (ii) resembled chr 17q
candidate genes, i.e. genes which were overexpressed in these MBs as compared
to cerebellum, or (iii) represented chr 17q related genes, i.e. genes that displayed
differential expression between samples with and without chr 17q amplification.
Furthermore, only samples without broad chr 17q amplifications were included.
From the resulting gene expression tables we then reverse-engineered GRNs using
ten different network inference algorithms. The individual network predictions
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were integrated into one ensemble network for Group 3 MB and one ensemble
network for Group 4 MB, respectively, and these networks were further pruned to
produce approximately scale-free GRNs. Finally, exploiting these GRNs, we pri-
oritized the candidate chr 17q genes with respect to their proximity to the known
MB cancer genes, i.e. recurrently mutated genes, via the RWR (random walker
with restart) strategy [125].

2.5.4 Results and discussion

The prioritization of genes via the RWR algorithm was able to detect a number of
genes, the overexpression or amplification of which had previously been linked to
MB or other cancers, thus suggesting that the described framework might be able
to also predict novel MB related genes. While the exact detection performance
or enrichment statistics will have to be investigated in more detail, the study has
already identified KIF18B as a novel, putative cancer gene associated with Group
4 MBs. To our knowledge, this gene has not yet been implicated in MB patho-
genesis, but we found that patients with high expression of KIF18B exhibited on
average a shorter overall survival, even if only cases without chr 17q arm ampli-
fications were compared.

2.5.5 Future perspectives

This paper represents an initial effort to investigate putative MB cancer genes in
the context of subgroup specific transcriptional regulatory networks and to pre-
dict novel MB related cancer genes from such networks. Further work will be re-
quired to expand the work, i.e. in terms of including additional omics data types,
inferring larger-scale networks, and utilizing additional, complementary cancer
gene prediction algorithms. However, the identification of KIF18B as a novel,
putative cancer gene in Group 4 MBs has clearly demonstrated the potential of
the outlined method and follow-up experiments are planned in order to further
elucidate the role of KIF18B in MB biology.
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